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FEED YOUR MIND WITH
ROMLIFE PROGRAMS
G E T F A R A N D AWAY W I T H O U T L E AV I N G T O W N

When photographer Robert
Shechter and his wife, travel writer

Myriam Shechter, aren’t globetrotting, you’ll find them at the head of
the class at the ROM.As instructors
for ROMLife special events and
courses, they share their passion for
world travel by transforming their
trips—most recently to Canada’s Arctic, central Europe, Russia, and
Spain—into ROMLife programs.
Robert’s unique series The Camera & the Gourmet combines his enthusiasms for photography, travel, and
food.The Arctic Saga evening features
a dinner of Arctic caribou flown in
from Nunavut for the occasion. But
you must register early for this
course—it sells out fast.Throughout
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the year, Robert offers a diverse selection of other photography courses.
In addition to travel and
food, Myriam Shechter loves
music. Her ROMLife course
Who’s Afraid of Classical Music
provides an encouraging format for participants making
their initial forays into this
seemingly complex subject.
Both Robert and Myriam
are meticulous organizers and
comprehensive presenters,
which is reflected in the high
ratings for friendly, creative, and
motivating classes both receive
when anonymous evaluation
forms are completed at the end
of every ROMLife course.
The ROM has been offering
courses, special events, and lectures by
dedicated instructors like Robert and
Myriam Shechter to Museum Members and the public almost since the
Museum’s first days. In 2008, with so
many new galleries and exhibitions
on view, the Museum is offering an
expanded array—all in aid of helping
participants rediscover the joy of
learning.
ROMLife offers a wide variety of
lectures and courses that inform, entertain, and let you explore the worlds
of nature and culture. Courses are
available in the afternoon or evening,
weekday or weekend. Instructors are
ROM curators, teachers, and carefully
selected international experts.

DON’T MISS OUT!
Registration
begins
December 15.
To see the full winter
lineup of lectures,
courses, and special
events, go to
www.rom.on.ca/
programs or call
416.586.5871
for your free copy
of the ROMLife
programs guide.

